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1.Introduction
DataOps promises to streamline the process of building, changing,
and managing data pipelines. Its primary goal is to maximize the
business value of data and improve a client’s experience in data
delivery. It does this by speeding up the distribution of data for
reporting and analytic output, while simultaneously reducing data
defects and lowering costs.
Executive Summary
DataOps is a discipline focused on the delivery of data faster, better, and cheaper to derive business value
quickly. It closely follows the best practices of DevOps although the implementation of DataOps to data, is
nothing like DevOps to code. Data is unique in many respects, such as data quality which is key in a data
monetization strategy. Data governance is necessary in the enforcement of Data Privacy. Automation and
orchestration in an interoperable hybrid cloud distributed data landscape is where DataOps excels.
Whether an Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning or Business Intelligence use case, all of them depend
on governed, high-quality data delivered quickly. This paper will focus on providing a prescriptive
approach in implementing a data pipeline using a DataOps discipline for data practitioners. It also serves
as a point of reference for business executives that wish to understand the level of effort and scope for a
DataOps based organization. For a more in-depth introduction to DataOps, refer to the DataOps flipbook.
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2.DataOps+
Data
Governance

DataOps
A collaborative data management practice
focused on improving the communication,
integration and automation of data flows
between DataOps managers and DataOps
consumers across an Organization. Data can be
thought of as a product created via an assembly
line of phases such as Information
Architecture, Development, Orchestration,
Testing, Deployment and Monitoring.
Throughout each phase the goal is to deliver
high-quality data with speed.
Data Governance
Data governance consists of policies, processes
and an organizational structure to support
enterprise data management. The structure of a
data governance program provides
understanding, security and trust around an
organization’s data among its stakeholders,
especially as companies scale and accumulate
more data sources and assets.
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3.End Consumers

DataOps is focused on delivering high quality, trustworthy
data with speed to data consumers. It can be used across
different use cases, including unforeseen future use cases.
To name a few, end consumers for DataOps represent areas
such as MLOps, AIOps, Business Intelligence, and Data
Warehouses/Data Lakes.
MLOps

There are a few key differences between DataOps and Machine Learning
(MLOps). MLOps is focused on the management of ML models through initial tests and
ongoing monitoring and retraining, so those models can perform optimally for the end
users as designed by the data scientists and the business stakeholders. This difference in
focus means that DataOps and MLOps are highly complementary. In fact, the data
coming out of a DataOps pipeline should feed directly into an MLOps pipeline with only
minimal processing necessary for feature engineering.
The integration point between DataOps and MLOps tools is the data consumer. Most of
the work done in DataOps should be a grey box for the data consumer. For the most part,
the data consumer should be able to use the data coming out of the DataOps pipeline
quickly and easily. However, the data consumer should also be able to “peek” into
the DataOps pipeline; for example, if they need to check the data lineage. In contrast,
most, if not all, MLOps tools are intended for use by the data consumer, particularly data
scientists and data engineers. This means the goal of MLOps tools is typically to make
developing, deploying, monitoring, and refreshing models simpler and more robust.

AIOps

MLOps and AIOps are sometimes used interchangeably although are different. AIOps
uses machine learning to extract insights from IT infrastructure data. The goal is to help
operations teams overcome the unprecedented complexity and scale of today’s IT
environments by reacting to issues in real time.

Business Intelligence

Business intelligence use cases deliver data visualizations on dashboards and/or reports
to provide end users with insights. DataOps best practices and principles can contribute
to the success of business intelligence use cases with automation. It facilitates the
creation of end-to-end pipelines that provide regular updates with embedded data
quality checks to the visualizations. This ensures high-quality trusted data is available to
data consumers for making important business decisions.

Data Warehouses and Data Lakes

Data warehouses are specialized databases that contain cleansed, and curated data for
use in analytics and business intelligence. Data Lakes provide a destination for semi or
un-structured data to be stored for potentially significant volumes of minable information
for analysis. Data architectures for these systems are based on centralized data
management. Typically, data management is heavily ETL (Extract, Transform, Load)/ELT
(Extract, Load, Transform) extensive, and the target is a common model. There is a shift
from traditional Data Warehouses (DW)/Data Lakes to Cloud based DWs and Data Lakes
that are more scalable. DataOps can accelerate the management of data in these
systems leveraging principles such as high data quality and better collaboration across
data roles.
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4.Implementing DataOps
Similar to an assembly line that manufactures cars, a DataOps assembly line excels in increased
efficiencies, speed and reduced costs to produce quality data products. As data progresses through its
lifecycle, DataOps ensures the right best practices and controls are in place such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continuous integration and delivery
Data quality and resolution with data observability
Auditability with data/code versioning
Automated orchestration
Reusability with implementing everything as an asset
Effective collaboration across data roles

To implement DataOps there are a series of phases, criteria and best practices that come into play. This sits
on a foundational layer of Data Governance which is incorporated in the DataOps assembly line. The next
sections will provide guidance to develop, test and deploy data pipelines using a DataOps discipline.
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4a. Information
Architecture

A DataOps information architecture supports the functions of Data Governance,
Compute & Data processing, Data Storage and Hybrid/Multi-cloud environments. They
are driven by the DataOps principles, end-to-end orchestration and automation. These
components operate in a flexible, interoperable manner, thus enabling the architecture
to support heterogeneous environments. The foremost layer in a design are the data
sources. The source systems can be database sources, Software as a Service (SaaS),
on-prem systems and Data Warehouses or Data Lakes. They can consist of structured
or unstructured data that is ingested using streaming or batch technologies.
DataOps adheres to Data Governance, Data Privacy, and Data Quality to ensure there is
consistent data across development, testing and production environments. Leveraging
Infrastructure as Code (IaC) ensures provision of required environments in an
automated manner throughout the development lifecycle.
To increase the speed of deployment, automating the creation of development, test
and production environments is necessary. Using Parameterized configurations and
propagating changed information with minimal/zero downtime. This can be leveraged in
data virtualization, containers, and cloud computing (where there is no physical
hardware). Source Code management, Container management, and Resource
management are automated capabilities typically available in such environments.
A DataOps framework can be applied across environments (hybrid cloud, multi-cloud,
on prem, edge) with distributed data assets. An information architecture needs to focus
on defining the foundation for a DataOps Assembly Line to operate successfully based
on the following:
•Data Governance – The following is typically defined by a Data Governance team that
has an enterprise scope. The business units or organization then execute on this
foundation.
•Data Security & Privacy Policies - Access control to environments, role-based
access, data encryption, obfuscation, virtualization
•Catalog – Collection of metadata for data assets
•Enterprise Data Standards - Enforce the conformance of data policies,
definition, structure and management of data
•Master Data Management - Manage / integrate master and reference data
•Data Quality to Data Observability – A strategy and process to achieve high data
quality via Data Observability.
•Data Storage – Catalogued inventory of all the data storage systems and types such
as objects, RDBMS, NoSQL. This is necessary as they require different approaches in
managing data and applying Data Governance.
•Version Control – Continuous Integration and Continuous Delivery framework for
iterative development with code management repository. Auditability of code changes
in data solutions is necessary to track impact. It facilitates testing more efficiently for
issues and rolling back when necessary.
•Infrastructure – Promote Infrastructure as Code to enable development teams to
manage, monitor and provision resources automatically.
•Automated Deployment - Promote/enable with process & technology
Continuous Delivery/Deployment (CI/CD) of data as code from test to production.
•Test & Monitor – Incorporate as part of development and post-production the need
for orchestration of tools, automated testing, monitoring of data pipelines and alerts for
non-compliance / failure.
•Self Service – Democratizing data across the organization for on-demand access via
an enterprise catalog with automated data access
The objectives in DataOps are to build data pipelines that automatically orchestrate
data end-to-end and produce trusted high-quality data. Enterprises are moving towards
multi/hybrid-cloud environments including private and public, to increase analytical
workloads. An information architecture provides the foundation to develop data as a
product throughout the development, orchestration, testing, deployment and
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monitoring phases considering a distributed data landscape.

4b. Development
Development in DataOps focuses on transforming manual, error-prone, and timeconsuming data processes. It does this by managing data as code like in DevOps for
Software Engineering with the addition of Agile and Statistical Process Control. This
enables the ability to re-use, automate, and version control data as a product. This also
applies to products generated from UI based tools.
Collect and Organize Data
The main areas of activity addressed in organizing data are :
•
Data Scope
•
Load and Organize
•
Data Discovery
•
Data Privacy
-Data Scope
Based on the overall business needs identify (1) data sources and (2) business
terminology for that data.
-Load and Organize
This activity focuses on capturing an (1) inventory of data assets in scope and the
evolution of the central layer of (2) Business metadata needed to underpin the
governance of all data assets across the enterprise. Some call this DataGovOps, where
you leverage the benefits of DataOps and apply it to Data Governance.
1.
Catalog of data assets - Collect and catalog data assets’ metadata
2.
Data Governance assets - Set up and/or extend necessary set of governance
artifacts for processing data sets
A catalog is the basis for the collection of metadata associated to data assets and its
connections. Once such a catalog is created, it is then possible to add various data
assets, whether these are connected assets, connections, or relevant local files. A data
steward can pull together in one central place the various data assets to be processed
with their corresponding data location. Access to this catalog can be opened to the
Enterprise to expose available data for use.
Next step is setting up the necessary data governance artifacts to properly guide the Data
Discovery process. These artifacts are an enterprise-wide layer of business knowledge
that spans different lines of business.
Business terms – The spine of the business language for the governance ecosystem. If
there is a need for such a separate layer of business semantics, then setting up the
required set of business terms is required. Such a set of business terms can be a simple
flat glossary of terms that represent the various business concepts to which data assets,
policies and rules can be mapped.
However, there may be a need to increase the level of expressiveness of this business
language by creating a Taxonomy of these terms applying a hierarchy of is-type-of
relationships between terms. Or it may be desirable to create a more integrated network
of relationships between terms to represent different concept to concept relationships
(e.g. Individual has-a account).
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Data classes – Specifications of different anticipated patterns that might exist within
the data assets. Data classes automatically identify patterns that occur within the
data sets being processed. For example, there could be a data class for US Social
Security Number which can be used to identify when data occurs in the pattern of a
Social Security Number. This example is particularly interesting as a column
identified with such a data class may also be likely allocated the classification of
Personal Information (PI).
Policies – Policies are intended to convey the broad business imperatives in relation
to the implementation of areas such as data governance or data protection. Where
there exist such business policies at different levels then it is possible to represent
that in a hierarchy of policies. There is also the ability to connect these policies to the
relevant business terms.
Rules – Rules are intended to represent the specific actions or constraints by which
the business policies are implemented. As an example, a policy might describe the
broad approaches that an organization may lay down for enforcing specific areas of
data protection (e.g. the policy in handling data pertaining to minors), the underlying
rules then describe the specific actions to be followed (i.e. a rule stating that a
guardian/parent must always be included in any communications with a child under
16 years of age). A specific type of rule is the data protection rule which would make
or obscure specific data when being viewed by certain types of users.
Categories – As the set of business terms, policies, and other data governance
artifacts grow, it will become necessary to be able to group these artifacts together.
Categories provide data stewards and other administrative staff the means to carry
out such grouping. In addition to a grouping mechanism, Categories become
particularly important where there is a need to limit visibility of certain terms or
policies to certain users.
Tags – The use of tags provide general users the means to group data assets and
governance artifacts. Essentially, they are the equivalent of the hashtag in social
media. These tags are of particular use as a filtering mechanism when searching the
catalog for specific assets.
-Data Discovery
Misinterpreted or incomplete data can lead to unintended consequences and hide
the real business drivers. Data Discovery is the first step in understanding the data
and has traditionally been a manual process. Automated Data Discovery provides
insight on the quality and business content of tables and files from various data
sources. This leads into automated data classification, assignment of data classes
and business terms, data types, and formats. Metadata and analysis results can be
captured in a data catalog for processing further. There are broader sets of analysis
results such as data quality scores, frequency distributions, and other analytics that
can help in understanding data. This can help you narrow down your area of focus
when dealing with large data sets.
-Data Privacy
One critical aspect of defining a DataOps framework is the need to address the
different aspects of Data Privacy. Most enterprises now operate in jurisdictions which
have regulations that mandate specific requirements to the gathering, storage and
usage of personal data.
Some of the typical considerations in relation to data privacy include:
Data Privacy policies – At the core of any data privacy solution that an organization
may define is the set of overall policies that describe the objectives, approaches, and
constraints that the business must comply with and operate within.
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Key Data Privacy related business terms - Business vocabulary that is evolved to
support DataOps and Data Governance will need to incorporate the critical business
terms that describe the key concepts applying to data privacy. Some organizations
define a specific Data Privacy taxonomy to enforce a degree of standardization
around the terminology and usage of language in relation to this topic. Typically,
such business terms are tightly linked to the relevant data privacy policies.
Appropriate data classification – Classify governance artifacts and data assets for
specific treatment. For example, an organization may classify assets as containing
“Personal Information” or “Sensitive Information”. Once classified as such, it is
possible to ensure that such data is then automatically treated in the appropriate
manner to ensure compliance with Data Privacy requirements.
Actionable data privacy rules – The final and critical component for helping to
underpin Data Privacy requirements is a set of actionable rules to drive the
automated enforcement of data privacy policies. These rules can range from
addressing what data users can see to having a distributed approach in enforcing
Data Privacy requirements on the different data assets wherever they are located.

-Data Integration
Data virtualization is a form of data integration. You can integrate with multiple data
sources, multiple formats and various locations of data without physically moving
data to a single access point. This provides a virtual layer to access disparate data
with the advantages of data security, unprecedented speed, regulatory compliance,
edge processing and reduces the need for data duplication. Data virtualization
provides the ability to create combined views of various data sets. It provides a great
way to integrate the data in ways that suit the specific business needs. It offers
increased access speed for real-time data and reduces data storage needs.
Data virtualization may not be suitable in all cases such as the need to manage
several data snapshots or historical data. Another is where the queries to bring the
data together in a virtual environment, causes performance issues, or the use case
requires a physical materialized dataset. These use cases would be more appropriate
via an ETL/ELT approach. Data privacy concerns may also create concern with using
this type of technology.
-Data Ingestion
The ingestion components of a data pipeline are the processes that read data from
data sources. The extract process reads data from source systems using application
programming interfaces (APIs) supported by the source systems. The data
is profiled to analyse the characteristics, structure fit for the business before it's
ingested through batch or streaming/real-time.
•
Batch ingestion is data extracted and operated in a group. Batch processes are
sequential: the ingestion mechanism reads, processes, and outputs groups of
data according to defined criteria. The process runs on a schedule or based on
triggers.
•
Streaming is an alternative data ingestion pattern where data sources transport
along each unit of information. Streaming ingestion is used when there is a need
for real-time data for use with analytics that require minimum possible
latency.
•
On both, batch or streaming, data is either moved into a staging area or
transported directly to the next layer depending on the transformation needs.
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-Data Preparation
The objective of Data Preparation is to deliver high quality data for data consumers. The
Data Preparation tasks are performed by data producers and at times data consumers.
Data consumers including data scientists and business analysts need high-quality data
for machine learning models and business intelligence visualizations, respectively. For
new and specialized use cases, data consumers may need to focus on Data
Preparation.
Data Preparation includes data transformation and data cleansing based on data
quality checks. It is essential that high-quality data passes the quality control checks in
a pipeline. Data observability occurs in parallel with Data Preparation. When data fails
data quality checks, it should be removed from the DataOps pipeline and notifications
should be sent to stakeholders (developers and business).
Once data is extracted from source systems, the structure or format may need to be
adjusted. Transformation processes include mapping with descriptive data, filtering,
aggregating and integrating multiple tables, columns, and records. The timing of
transformation depends on data replication process i.e., ETL or ELT in the data
pipeline.
Data Preparation can be done via a few methods. (1) Using UI based tools/services that
allow for data transformations (2) Programmatic approach. The third is 3) manual
human intervention which is necessary when subject matter expertise is required.
Whichever method is used, the goal is to ensure there is high-quality data throughout
the pipeline.
-Data Orchestration
Data Orchestration is a process enabled with a tool to help data professionals create
data pipelines and workflows. Orchestration takes places in the Development, Testing,
Deployment and Monitoring phases. The orchestrator tool helps automate and re-use
data pipelines or workflows based on the premise of distributed data sources. It breaks
the data pipeline components into smaller (reusable) steps. It then connects these
smaller steps to build a seamless integrated end-to-end data workflow. Data
Orchestration encompasses the processes of Data Governance, Data Preparation, Data
Storage and can integrate with several pipelines for a diverse set of use cases such as a
Machine Learning pipeline for a data science or Business Intelligence.
Data Orchestration can be active data driven, for streaming data in which a set of tasks
are performed with active consumers waiting for the derived data. It can also be
passive data driven where the workflow management application for the data pipeline
waits for an event to then trigger the underlying workflow management application
which then feeds a passive consumer. Based on the use case one can create data
orchestration consisting of multiple parallel/ sequential pipelines some of which can be
data pipelines, some of which can be metadata pipelines for the executed tasks with
version control on the tasks.
Automation is key in DataOps, tools allow users to create detailed schedules to govern
data ingestion, transformation, and loading to target systems, from client interface
utility to dedicated workload automation platforms. The choice of tools and services
will depend on the capabilities, data volume and integration with other tools.
Example of Tools
Data Governance/Data Integration/Preparation: Data Build Tool, Great
Expectations, IBM Cloud Pak for Data (Watson Knowledge Catalog, Data
Refinery, DataStage), Informatica
Data Orchestration: Airflow, Dataiku, DataKitchen, DataOps.live for Snowflake,
IBM Cloud Pak for Data Pipelines, K2View, Kubeflow, Oozie, StreamSets,11
Unravel

DataOps + ML Ops
Feature Engineering
One of the challenges of building models is that unless you are building a
very general purpose and simple model, the model input will need to be
customized to the problem the model is meant to address. This means that
even the best data engineer will not be able to imagine all the data variations
and combinations that might be necessary to achieve the best results for all
models.
For this reason, the feature engineering implemented in a DataOps pipeline
that is intended to serve a wide range of present and future use cases
should be limited to data cleaning and basic feature engineering. This
includes processing such as:
•
Identifying obviously erroneous data and either fixing or removing it. In
the demo, this meant dropping the two rows where the value for the
BANKCARD column was “Car” rather than the correct values of “YES”
and “NO.”
•
Converting binary value columns to numeric values. In the demo, “YES”
and “NO” values in the BANKCARD column were converted to 1 and 0,
respectively. Note that some caution is necessary in the case of
columns that could potentially have multiple values if changes
are made in the future, such as gender.
•
One-hot encoding categorical variables. This can be done by adding a
flag column for each profession category, but not grouping them. This
is what was done as part of the demo on page 22 in which we create a
sample data pipeline using DataOps.
This list is far from exhaustive and is only meant to illustrate the types of
general features that could be used in a wide range of data science
models. These types of changes are intended to reduce the amount of time
needed to pre-process data going into a model without limiting how the data
can be used.
Example of Tools
AIX360, AIF360, DataRobot, IBM Cloud Pak for Data (Watson Studio),
TensorFlow, MLFlow, Amazon Sagemaker
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The process that performs feature engineering should be tested in
an appropriate way. In essence, the tests should ensure that the
pipeline output conforms to the pre-defined constraints. In the
case of the demo, that includes testing that the BANKCARD column
only contains 0 and 1 values. Another example from the demo is
checking that the newly created profession flag columns exist in
the data and are limited to 0 and 1 values. In a code-based
pipeline, these tests could be implemented using unit tests. In a
pipeline that uses tools such as Data Stage or Data Refinery, an
additional stage using the same tools could be used to perform
those tests as well.
Building and Training Models
Building a model is an iterative process where the data scientist
looks for patterns in the data, aggregates and/or filters the data
based on the problem being addressed, creates some features,
tries to fit a model, and often goes back to make adjustments.
The aggregations and filters will be specific to the use case. In the
demo, it was assumed that bankcards could be offered for both
savings and checking accounts, but not for loans. This was a simple
filter operation. However, a change in the definition of the use case
would require different Data Preparation. If each customer can only
be offered a single bankcard, then the data would need to be
aggregated to the customer level. In both cases, the details of how
things are filtered and aggregated may change based on how the
variables impact the model.
Adjustments to features are a critical part of the iterative model
building process. In the demo, certain professions impacted the
model more than others. Professions that performed similarly were
grouped together. In the case of a customer level model, one
possible additional feature would be total account balance, either
with or without loans included. Features that could be used in a
wide range of models would be added to a feature store. Total
account balance is one that could easily be used in a variety of
ways, and therefore is a candidate for the feature store.
Once the final set of filters, aggregations, and features are
decided, tests should be implemented to ensure the data flowing
into the model is correct, all of which fall under MLOps. These tests
would be similar to the tests for the general DataOps pipeline but
tailored to the needs of the model. Additionally, the model output
itself should be tested. This includes both initial tests to ensure
the model is working in the deployment environment as expected,
as well as ongoing tests to ensure the model is performing
according to previously defined key performance indicators (KPIs).
These KPIs should be a combination of model performance
measurements, such as precision and recall, and business-based
performance measurements. In the case of the demo, this could be
the number of customers who sign up for bankcards after receiving
an offer from the marketing campaign. If the model drops below a
pre-set performance level on those KPIs, then it is retrained and
redeployed.
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DataOps + Business Intelligence
The objective of business intelligence use cases is to provide insights about
the data through visualizations on a dashboard and/or report. It is essential
for data producers and data consumers to collaborate. Data producers must
ensure that the data model is formatted for business analysts to easily
create visualizations. The role DataOps plays is ensuring the data product
consumed by the Business Intelligence artifact such as a dashboard is of
high quality and delivered in a timely manner.

Example of Tools
Tableau, Microsoft Power BI, IBM Cognos Analytics
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4c. Testing
Automated testing is a key principle in this phase and needs to be applied to both code
and data. A plan to get and manage test data is needed, especially if working with
distributed data. Testing the overall integration of a data pipeline is especially important
in DataOps, as it’s focused on connecting the dots with automated orchestration. As
such, ensuring all pieces work together cohesively prior to deployment is necessary.

4d. Deployment Infuse
This phase focuses on the delivery or deployment of data products which is achieved by a
DataOps Engineer. The continuous and consistent deployment of the correct version of
working environments (tools, configuration, data, code) for various build lifecycles. This
helps data professionals (engineers, test analysts, data scientists) to continue their
activity without disruption. This will be achieved through two key processes:
• Value pipeline -Creates continuous value to enterprises with analytical insights
• Innovation pipeline –Takes a new idea or feedback to enhance the analytical value
and later follows the value pipeline
Collaboration/Auditability
Tracking changes in the code/metadata through a repository, creating branches for
various teams, comparing views between versions / branches, allowing API integrations
for cloud hosting and defect tracking.
Infusing data products, such as models and BI visualizations, into applications often
involves close collaboration with a Software Developer, UI Designer, as well as other
roles. Collaboration with software developers is necessary to ensure the data
products integrate into driving applications. This could be as simple as ensuring the data
inputs and outputs are clearly defined, or as complex as assisting in the design and
implementation of new data representations necessary to support the model, and
everything in between. Collaboration with UI designers is necessary to ensure the output
of the data product is understandable to the end users. In the case of models, this
involves ensuring the designers understand the model output.
Example of Tools
Bamboo, BitBucket, GitLab, GitHub, Jira, Jenkins, Tekton

4e. Monitoring /
Data Observability

The goal of a data observability process for DataOps is to proactively maintain a high,
consistent standard of data quality. As businesses are becoming more data driven and
making critical decisions based on intelligent models that operate on assumptions of
availability of high-quality data, data monitoring, in the context of DataOps, has to be
tightly integrated into data pipelines. It is essential to validate the pipeline output at
each layer for its accuracy and raise errors or warnings for any anomalies.
Data pipelines are complex systems that consist of software, hardware, and networking
components, all of which are subject to failures.
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Through automation by code the pipelines are monitored, logged and trigger alerts to
manage performance, resolve any problems that may arise to keep the data pipelines
operational.
Ensuring data quality is an integral part of a business vision to effectively extract value
from data assets. Most organizations consider data quality to be checking for error
conditions based on predefined business rules, and data format conversions and
mappings. They have setup ETL tools in the data systems architecture to perform these
checks and have established processes to enable data stewards to monitor
and remediate, as necessary. However, these processes are typically managed as
independent activities and are not well integrated into the Data Preparation flows.
The DataOps approach for data monitoring enables teams to automate data validation at
scale and meet the requirements of data consumers. In addition, it provides the
process to resolve data issues, automated or manual, and to feed remediated data back
into the data pipelines.
6 Key Principles in Data Observability
1. Support variety of data-Standard ETL tools provide sophisticated capabilities to run
data quality checks for structured data stored in relational databases. Most
organizations leverage tools like Informatica, Talend, SAP etc to measure and to build
data quality dashboards for well-defined data sets like customer, supplier and product
data. However, with the increased focus on analyzing NoSQL data structures data like
web logs, telematics, JSON files etc , the tools to automate data monitoring should be
able to support validation not only on relational data sets, but also on non-tabular data
formats.
2. Support large volumes of data-A simple image classifier model requires a minimum of
1000 images per class to train a machine learning model to provide relatively accurate
predictions. Data pipelines built to support models aimed at solving complex
problems may include several features and will need to process significant volumes to
train, to test and to validate.
3. Support validation on incremental data sets or expired data-Another key principle of
data quality automation is to support data quality validation on incremental data sets.
Data is produced/generated continuously. Data Observability should support running
the validations on delta data sets and update the metrics. Identification of when data
is stale or expired and no longer meets the business requirements is necessary.
4. Auto suggest constraints-In typical data quality monitoring projects, data custodians
are involved to define constraints based on the data structures and the business usage
of data. This process can be tedious and time-consuming especially when external
data sets are used. Data Observability should be able to find the right constraints for
specific data sets at scale and allow data custodians to review and improve as
relevant. For instance, the framework may suggest a constraint on postal code field
length based on the county.
5. Detect Anomalies-The data quality automation should be able to detect anomalies in
data and to identify when there are any changes in the statistical distribution,
distribution of categorical variables, and outlier detection. As an example, the system
can calculate column statistics – mean, median, standard deviation
for a customer’s Lifetime Value column in a data set and suggest manual reviews for
data values that are outside of the range.
6. Orchestrate data quality into business processes-Data observability should be able to
integrate data quality into business processes and applications. Data Quality
processes must be enabled to be triggered from external applications and return the
results through APIs. This would enable a more proactive event-based approach to
resolving data issues when compared to traditional manual approaches.
Example of Tools
Deequ (Python Library open source), IBM Watson Knowledge Catalog, Informatica DQM,
PYDQ, Mobydo, SAP Data Intelligence, Talend
16
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6.Business Value
KPIs
Identifying Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) will enable you to measure the
success of a DataOps solution. This will help you understand your business
performance prior and after the solution was implemented. It can identify future
areas of investment. Below is a list of KPIs that could be leveraged as a starting
point.
Reduction in
1.
Time-to-market of new initiatives built on data ("data products")
2.
Number of downstream data errors (e.g. queries or corrections to reports)
3.
Time-to-resolution of downstream data errors
4.
Number of regressive data errors over time (i.e. not repeatedly running into and
fixing the same problems)
Maturity
Measuring the maturity of an organization in respect to modern data management
strategies such as DataOps will establish where you are as an organization and where
you aspire to be. You can devise a plan to evolve over time using KPIs as your driving
forces.
1. No DataOps
2. Foundational DataOps
3. Developed DataOps
4. Advanced DataOps
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OpenBank
7.Use Case - Banking Industry

The use case is modelled after experience with several clients across different
industries. We will describe it in terms of a fictitious banking customer called OpenBank.

Problem statement
OpenBank wants to accelerate the delivery of high-quality data to their users: both data scientists
experimenting to discover new insights and their "more traditional" business analysts building
dashboards and reports. Today it takes their teams of data engineers and architects' weeks to
identify and design the data flows to provide new information, or even just new combinations of
information to meet the emerging requirements of their users. To compound matters, it then might
take several more weeks, or even months, to gain agreement from the data owners that the data can
be safely used for the desired purposes or to agree what restrictions must be placed on the data for
this to be permitted.
Conceptually, the bank looked at their experience with DevOps and the acceleration areas like
continuous integration and deployment (CI/CD) have already helped accelerate the delivery and
maintenance of their applications. Why not try something similar for the data pipelines? This is the
thought-basis for DataOps.
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They soon realized that unlike software (code), data is...
Code
Relatively non-volatile: it can be easily
snapshotted, revision-controlled, and
each resulting "copy" treated as
immutable.
It is generally easy to identify the
"primary" / "golden" copy of the code:
the immutable snapshot available at a
particular release tag or branch within
a revision control system.

Delivered as a "compiled binary" that
runs, but to the "innards" of which
users are generally actively prevented
from seeing or understanding.
Is generally self-describing: even if not
documented, someone can read the
code itself to understand what it does.

Code Quality focuses on the clarity,
maintainability, and security of the
code: typically measured through tools
that assess these dimensions based on
code coverage of automated tests.

Data
Continuously produced, copied and
combined in multiple ways: it is fluid
and can be ever-changing (even
multiple times per second).
Data on the other hand typically
resides in a multitude of data
environments, represented through
potentially different data types
(formats) and stores, making
identifying the "golden" copy of any
given data set, record or cell an entire
area of data governance (master data
management).
All users need some "source" view,
Depending on the audience some
aspects may need to be obfuscated as
if they were "binary" for protection
purposes.
Is heavily reliant on interpretation,
which in turn is heavily reliant on
understanding the context in which the
data has been collected and is
organized.
Data Quality focuses on the data
content. Its values, structure, and
format. Is the data accurately
represented based on real world facts?
Is the data complete and valid? Is the
data refreshed on a timely basis? As
data is fluid, these metrics can change
quickly and need to be monitored
frequently. Data is dependent on both
data and code quality.

These differences mean that as much as OpenBank may like to adopt the
"testing-as-code", "infrastructure-as-code", "deployment-as-code"
approaches of DevOps, there are unique challenges to address with data.
•
How can we be confident a routine for copying or combining data that
worked yesterday will continue to work tomorrow (against everchanging data)?
•
How can we simultaneously protect data (meeting the owner's
requirements) while democratizing its use (meeting our users desires)?
•
How can we ensure there is a shared understanding of the data itself?
(To even identify the data in the first place, but also enable these other
points by avoiding misunderstandings in what to expect from particular
pieces of data)?
Data is created in a specific context, such as during a customer onboarding
process. During this process, certain assumptions about its quality, timeliness
and completeness are inherent: as the data is copied and combined in other
destinations, this context needs to be shared to ensure the data can be used
as desired in new contexts. For example, the "balance" in a new account
opened during an onboarding process describes a customer's assets but may
only pertain to the initial deposit. Conversely, the "balance" on a customer's
loan account may be up-to-date but instead describes a portion of the 21
customer's liabilities.

People are generally sloppy about the precise meaning of the terminology they
use, and this can translate to misunderstandings on what specific data values
actually mean in a given copy, system or context. In our example above,
"balance" alone is insufficient to distinguish the very different meanings of the
data values being captured.
Key requirements
These unique challenges with data led OpenBank to identify some key
requirements in order to establish a shared, collaborative, accessible, trusted
data foundation in which data needs and consumption can continuously evolve
at pace and scale.
•
Shared: creating a consistent and precise understanding of data through
common terminology. (For example, further differentiate that
"outstanding balance" be used to describe any customer liabilities like a
loan.)
•
Collaborative: supporting the direct interaction and negotiation between
data owners and stewards (those who "know" the data) and the users'
desires.
•
Accessible: simplifying the process of finding and understanding data.
•
Trusted: ensuring that data can be appropriately protected to avoid
improper use or leakage, as well as providing quantifiable data metrics
against which trends can be identified and monitored over time.
•
Continuous: the ability to re-run the data pipeline(s) to reproduce a data
product at any time from a reliable state, including the ability to roll-back
to previous known-working states.
•
Scalable: the ability to limit the amount of maintenance that is required
around controls. For example, access controls that do not require
system-by-system changes if an employee leaves the company or
changes roles.

8.DataOps
Demo
To illustrate the key DataOps concepts discussed in
this paper, a DataOps pipeline was built to provide
end to end Data Orchestration. IBM Cloud Pak for
Data (CP4D) Watson Knowledge Catalog, Watson
Studio, Data Refinery, AutoAI, and Pipeline services
were leveraged in this demo.
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Summary
A simple data pipeline was built for the OpenBank use case. In this demo the
following phases in the DataOps assembly line were completed (diagram on
page 6).
1. Information Architecture
2. Development
3. Deployment
4. Monitoring
Automated End-to-End Data Orchestration
End-to end orchestration allows data engineers and data scientist to work
across different phases of infrastructure setup, development, testing and
deployment in a cohesive manner. Automated orchestration enables integrated
monitoring for each step of a pipeline. It reports and identifies configuration
and data issues faster with a focus on a quick resolution. This helps reduce the
time-to-resolution of downstream data errors.
For the banking use case, an end-to-end data orchestration with the required
platform and services is provided below. The automated DataOps pipeline
covers the following steps listed below. It creates a continuous development
pipeline.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create Deployment space
Load and Organize data
Data Preparation
Model Creation
Model Training and Selection
Model Deployment
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Step by step instructions are provided below for your use:
Create Deployment Space
Deployment spaces contain deployable assets, deployments, deployment jobs,
associated input and output data, and the associated environments. For the banking
use case, we will create an on-demand deployment space to provision and integrate
services like Watson Studio, Cloud Object Storage, and Data Refinery. Creating a
self-contained environment helps track versions of data orchestration activity with
respect to data and tasks. A Deployment space provides value in deploying models
and data refinery flows via automation and by linking the asset types as part of a
DataOps pipeline. This then sets up what is required to focus on the next task of
Loading Data Assets.
Load and Organize Data
The Load and Organize steps in this demo are listed below. As part of the end-to-end
orchestration, we showcase the ability to load and create data assets for the demo in
the “Create Data File” step.
Definition of the Data Sources
This describes the steps needed to set up connections in the pipeline for the Create
Data File step for each identified Data source or via Platform Connections.
• For the identified DB sources to be processed, create a set of DB connections.
• From the palette nodes, drag and drop the ”Create Data File” palette node to the
canvas and create the connection by opening the node using the overflow menu
on the node and then provide connection details by selecting enter value/ re-use
existing connection associated with the watson studio project/use data from a
previous node in the pipeline. For this use case the data is pulled from the
source data base by entering connection details for the data sources.
• Alternatively, from the main hamburger menu select Data, Platform Connections
and then click on “New Connection”.
• From this screen select the appropriate connection type (e.g. in this
example, connections for DB2 and Oracle were created)
• For each new connection, fill in the details for that DB in the Connections
Overview section and create a step in the pipeline to refer to that data
asset
• Connections can be added to the Watson Studio project itself and using
the Connection panel. Such connections can be used to connect to the
data asset
• When connections are added to the Watson Studio project , remember to
select “Test Connection” to make sure the connections details are
correct., This option is availabe there but not as part of the pipeline
where connections are created using Create Data File node
Definition of the Business Terms
This describes the main steps needed to create the necessary business terms
• First it is advisable to create at least one category to act as the collection point
for the business terms. To do this, from the main hamburger menu select
Governance, Categories and then click on “Add category”
• From here you have a choice of directly entering the category details by selecting
the drop-down option of “New Category”. If you have a suitable CSV file with the
category details , you can instead select the “Import from file” option
• The next step is to create the business terms. To do this, from the main
hamburger menu select Governance , Business Terms and then click on “Add
business term”
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•

•
•
•
•
•

From here you have a choice of directly entering the business
term details by selecting the drop-down option of “New business
term”. If you have a suitable CSV file with the business term details , you
can instead select the “Import from file” option
If you choose the “New business term” option, you will be provided
with the UI to enter the business term details. During this process be sure
to select the correct category
You will need to re-select the “New business term” option
for each business term you need to add
If you have many business terms to enter, it is recommended to
choose the “import from file” option, which will enable the bulk import for
a large number of business terms
Irrespective of whether the individual create term or import from
file option , it is important that any new business terms are published, so
that they are visible to the relevant users and the Data Discovery process
It may be necessary to enhance the relationships between business terms.
WKC provides business term to business term relationships to enable the
creation of a rich network of related terms. For instance, in this demo, it
was possible to define a relationship of IS PART OF between the business
terms Account and Account ID

Data Discovery
For Data Discovery, we used IBM CP4D Watson Knowledge Catalog for
performing Automated Data Discovery
In the main menu, navigate to Organize -> Curation -> “Data Discovery”. At the
top of the screen, select New discovery job -> “Automated discovery”. Under
Connection, we added our newly created connection and click “Next”. If you
have used the connection for discovery before, it will appear in the dropdown
list underneath the Add connection option. For Discovery root, click on the
“Browse” button, select schema from the list and click “Select”. This will
populate the Discovery root parameter with the schema name. In the Discovery
options section, select check boxes “Analyze columns, Analyze data quality,
and Assign terms”. Select the checkbox “use data sampling” and set the
number of records to include in the data (e.g. 5000). In the Project field, select
“Add a project”, enter Name “Automated Discovery project - <your id>” and
click “Create”.
Once the Discovery job has been submitted, you can review the progress,
results and publish them to the Catalog. Perform the following steps to review
the discovery results:
Previous Automated Discovery jobs can be found by navigating to Organize > Curation -> Data Discovery and clicking on “View automated discovery
results” in the upper right corner. Click on the ID of the first job in the Discovery
results table to see the results of the latest job. The discovery process consists
of two sections, Import and Analyze. Once the analyze step is in status Running,
click on the eye icon in order to see the progress. Use the “refresh” icon in order
to refresh the screen. On the Discovered data assets page, you review and
adjust the term assignments using the Manage term assignments icon.
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Click on the angle bracket in front of the table to see the column details.
Using the “Publish analysis results” to catalog icon, you can publish the
results of individual tables. In order to publish the results of multiple tables at once
you may select the corresponding tables and click the “Publish” button.
You can do a detailed review of the Data Discovery results in the Data Quality
workspace. In the main menu, navigate to Organize -> “Data quality”. Open the
“Automated Discovery project - <your id>” project you have used for storing the
Automated discovery results. The Dashboard tab of the project shows a summary of
the quality characteristics:
• Number of data sets / analyzed data sets
• Percentage of data sets above the data quality threshold
• Distribution of the data quality score
• Distribution of analysis status
• Candidates for primary key relationships
• Top 5 data classes: Code, Boolean, Identifier, Indicator, Text
Data rules, Relationships, and Column similarity, tabs
address optional analysis capabilities. Click on the “Data assets” tab to see basic
information about the datasets: Quality score, number of columns and rows per data,
etc.
Search for “BANK_CUSTOMER” on the Data Assets tab and click
on the CUSTOMER data set in the search result, in order to see the detailed
column analysis, data class matching, and business term assignment results for this
data set. Navigate to the individual tabs to see details
on business terms (Governance), Data quality, and detected Data classes, Data
types, Primary keys, and Foreign keys.
Click on one of the column to see details on the column level,
again organized by tabs: Business terms (Governance tab), data quality, column
properties, data classes, formats, data types, and frequency distribution. You can
then publish the results to the catalog by going back to the project and selecting the
“Data assets” tab. Here you can use the “Reviewed” switch on the right to indicate
which data set’s results have been validated. Then select the data sets to be
published and click the ”Publish” button at the top.
Data Preparation
A data engineer focuses on Data Preparation. Both a data engineer, and data scientist
collaborate to ensure high-quality data is inputted to a model.
This example uses Cloud Pak for Data (CP4D) Watson Studio Notebook using the
Python Pandas library or using the Data Refinery tool. Below are the steps for using
both as part of an end-to-end data orchestration flow.
This process begins by reviewing the As-Is data in the tables. There are two tables
with the following columns
•
Table 1: BANK_ACCOUNTS
•
CUSTOMER_ID, NAME, ADDRESS, ZIP, CREDIT_RATING, AGE, GENDER,
MARITAL_STATUS, PROFESSION, NBR_YEARS_CLI
•
Table 2: BANK_CUSTOMERS
•
ACCOUNT_ID, CUSTOMER_ID, ACCOUNT_TYPE, ACCOUNT_BALANCE,
JOINT_ACCOUNT_HOLDER, BANKCARD, ONLINE_ACCESS
These two tables are loaded into a Watson Studio Notebook and merged as a
dataframe on the CUSTOMER_ID column, using Pandas. If Data Refinery is used
instead of a Notebook, in the Project create the Data Refinery flow by joining the 2
tables using the Join Operation. Select the 2 connections created in the Load and
organize step. Join the tables on the CUSTOMER_ID field.
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There are four Data Preparation tasks performed:
(1) The ACCOUNT_TYPE column contains “SAV”, “CHK” or “LN” data. As the
objective is to determine if a customer should be given a bank card or not,
customers with loans are not considered. Thus, rows where ACCOUNT_TYPE
equals “LN” are removed from the dataframe. If Data Refinery is used, a Filter
operation can be used on ACCOUNT_TYPE column with a condition "not contains"
to remove all the rows where ACCOUNT_TYPE equals “LN”
(2) The BANKCARD column contains “YES”, “NO”, or “Car”. The "Car" option is an
anomaly, and does not meet the "YES", "NO" allowed values check. Thus, the
rows that contain "Car" are removed from the dataframe. If Data Refinery is used,
a Filter operation can be used on BANKCARD column with a condition of "not
contains" to remove all the rows where BANKCARD equals “Car”.
(3) The PROFESSION column contains “pensioner”, “inactive”,
“intermediate professions”, “worker”, “farmer”, “executives, self-employed”,
“employee”, “craftsmen, storekeepers”, “profession”, “unknown”. The
“profession” option is removed from the PROFESSION column. One hot encoding
is performed. The following professions are categorized together –
a. “worker”, “employee”, “intermediate professions”
b. “farmer”, “craftsmen, storekeepers”
c. “executives, self-employed”
d. “pensioner”
e. “inactive”
f. “unknown”
If Data Refinery is used, a Mutate operation can be used on the
PROFESSION column to perform one-hot encoding and create grouped
professions.
(4) The NAME column contains the entire name of the customer. We want
the NAME field to be formatted in a First, Middle, Last Name order. For the
names that do not meet this format they are removed from the dataframe. If Data
Refinery is used, a String manipulation operation can be used for formatting the
NAME column in a First, Middle, Last Name order.
This is an example of the dataframe after one-hot encoding
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With the Data Preparation/cleansing implemented, the data is of high-data quality
and ready to be used in a model. As part of the end-to-end orchestration, once the
Data Refinery flow is created and saved in the project, the next step is to create the
task of running the Data Refinery flow in the automated pipeline within Watson Studio
Pipelines.
•
•
•

Select the “Run a Data Refinery Flow” node from the node palette and drag and
drop it in the pipeline canvas and add it in the pipeline
To ensure the Data Refinery flow runs in the same deployment space and uses the
data asset loaded in the deployment space, add the upstream dependency on the
node “Create the Data File” step in the pipeline
Open the node for Run a Data Refinery flow and select the Data Refinery Flow
created in the Data Preparation step. Choose the environment to run this data
refinery flow and specify the path to store the result of the Data Preparation

Model Creation
In the automated end-to-end orchestration, a Data Scientist can drag and drop
the ”Create an Auto AI Experiment” node in the pipeline. In order to ensure that Auto
AI experiment runs in the same deployment space as the data asset and
processed data refinery output, it is required to add the upstream dependency of the
“Create Deployment Space” to this node. This ensures that required services like
Watson Studio are available to perform the Auto AI experiments by a Data Scientist.
Create the experiment settings by providing the inputs on the node for “Create an
Auto AI Experiment”.
•
•
•
•
•
•

In the “Input” section, select the prediction column. For this demo, that is
“BANKCARD”.
The first option is to set the train/holdout split, with a default of 10%. For
this experiment, we set it to 15%.
Select the “Prediction type” . Select F1 as the metric to optimize for this demo.
We selected 4 algorithms to use in the final experiment.
Name the AutoAI experiment and optionally give it a brief description.
Click “Save settings”.
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Model Training and Selection
In the automated end-to-end orchestration, a Data Scientist can drag and drop the
“Run an Auto AI Experiment” node in the pipeline after creating the “Auto AI
Experiment” node. As shown in the demo orchestration pipeline diagram, we created
the “Run Auto AI experiment” as a downstream node to “Create the Auto AI
experiment” and as a downstream node to the “Run Data Refinery Flow” node. This
allows data processing in parallel and waits for both steps to complete before
Training and Selecting the Model.
Open the ”Run an Auto AI Experiment” node after dragging and dropping it from the
node palette of pipeline tool of Watson Studio.
1. Select the Auto AI experiment to run, in here we select the option of "Select
from another node" and choose the “Create Auto AI experiment” created in the
previous step of Model Creation
2. Specify the training data which was prepared using the Data Refinery Flow
3. Select the 2 best models from this experiment to evaluate and compare before a
final production deployment. When the task is executed, AutoAI will start
experimenting with different algorithms chosen in the “Create Auto AI” node and
feature engineering the input columns coming from the Data Refinery job
4. Once the DataOps orchestration pipeline runs via a scheduler or directly,
the evaluated and top 2 models will appear in the deployment space in which
the experiment was completed. One can view the models there and check for the
various details of the model
5. The top performing models vary slightly depending on which option
is selected. In this experiment, Gradient Boosting Classifier performed best in
the Holdout data set.
Model Deployment
The “Create a web service” step is the last step in the end-to-end orchestration. It
creates a deployment for the new model either for testing or production use. The
pipeline model that is ultimately selected for deployment
will depend on the business needs. Out of the algorithms used in this experiment,
the Decision Tree classifier would provide the most explainability, but
the Gradient Boosting Classifier (XGB) algorithm would provide the
highest prediction accuracy. Since this model would be used to offer bankcards
to customers who do not currently have one, accuracy is
less important than explainability.
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